Job security in the 1990s: How much is job security worth to employees?

Flexibility—the ability to contract or expand a firm’s workforce in response to market demand for the firm’s products—has been hailed as a key to corporate success since the late 1980s. But has this ushered in a new era of job insecurity for workers? And at what cost? This article presents evidence on employees’ feelings of job insecurity in the 1990s and on the value that they place on security of employment.

Neoclassical economics implies that if workers value job security, there will be a trade-off between pay and security. In this view, if workers are offered more secure contracts, they would be willing to accept a lower wage. This theory of compensating differentials can be traced back to the writings of Adam Smith in *The Wealth of Nations*. Research in social psychology suggests that the value of job security (or the compensation required for job insecurity) is probably quite large. Aside from its effects on workers’ satisfaction (utility), job security may elicit levels of commitment that are difficult to match by other means. Thus, from an employer’s point of view, greater flexibility offers advantages but these need to be weighed against its disadvantages. In particular, employers might have to pay a substantial bonus to workers to compensate for insecurity or, alternatively, settle for lower quality workers.

This analysis addresses several issues:

- It assesses Australians’ perceptions of the security of their jobs and how much security has declined since the late 1980s.
- It puts these perceptions into international context with comparisons to a high-security ‘Scandinavian model’ country (Finland), a country whose dramatic, ongoing marketisation makes Australia’s restructuring look tame (Poland), and a still largely-unreformed socialist economy in free-fall (Bulgaria).
- It shows which Australian workers have secure jobs and which do not.
- It measures the impact of job security on workers’ satisfaction with their income, controlling for
This decline in security is important. Using methods described later in the paper, we estimate the decline is equivalent to about a 13% drop in income. That is, it would take a pay rise of 13% in the (not very secure) jobs Australians have now to make them as rewarding as the (more secure) jobs Australians held in the late 1980s.

Thus, a firm’s ability to contract its workforce in response to declines in demand for the firm’s products comes at a substantial cost to the workers. At the same rate of pay, workers will find their jobs less satisfying. To provide the same level of satisfaction—and the same quality of worker in the long run—firms would have to increase the pay of insecure jobs by 10% to 15%.

How does Australia compare to other nations?

We put these job security questions to representative national samples in Finland, a stable ‘Scandinavian model’ quasi-socialist country; in Poland, a formerly socialist country now rapidly shifting to a market economy; and in Bulgaria, a declining, still largely unreformed socialist economy deeply mistrustful of markets (Figure 2).

The Scandinavian model clearly offers the most secure jobs: 75% of Finnish workers say that their jobs are definitely secure or probably secure. Interestingly, that is about the same level of security as Australian workers felt in the late 1980s, before the recent economic changes. But now Australians’ security has fallen sharply to 56%.

Although the transition beyond socialism began only recently in Poland, it seems to have reduced people’s feelings of job security from the high levels that prevailed under communism: only 53% of Polish workers now feel at least fairly secure in their jobs. This is about the same level as for contemporary Australia.

Bulgaria’s declining (and still mostly socialist) economy seems to provide even less security. Only 28% feel fairly secure in their jobs. It seems likely that decline makes people feel insecure despite government policies endorsing permanent employment.

Who has secure jobs?

What kinds of Australian workers have secure jobs? There are some striking differences, revealed by regression analysis (Figure 3).

Part-time workers have much less secure jobs than full-time workers, 11 points (out of 100) less secure. This is the single most important difference of all those we examine. Note that this is an independent effect of part-time status, quite apart from other partly overlapping characteristics of part-time workers such as their sex, education, urban residence, and trade union membership—all of which are controlled in the analysis.

Farmers and other self-employed people feel much more secure than their peers who are employees, by about 7 to 9 points. Supervisors are more secure than those they supervise, by 5 points.

Government employees are more secure than their private sector peers, 7 points out of 100—despite the past decade’s attempts to emphasise merit and performance in government employment.

Surprisingly, those in higher status jobs (like professionals and managers) are in general no more
other partially overlapping effects (such as pay and other job characteristics) that might distort it filtered out by the regression analysis. Thus, job security is a very important factor in determining workers' satisfaction with their financial situation; having a secure income is fully two-thirds as important as having a large one.

Of the many other aspects of work and background in the model, nothing else has any substantial impact on satisfaction with pay. The only (minor) exception is that getting married seems to yield a small gain in satisfaction, perhaps reflecting spouse's earnings or possibly economies of scale in establishing and running a household.

Implications for pay packages

These results have important implications for pay packages. Let us begin with an example. Ten

- Take a worker in a secure job—as secure as that of a typical full-time government employee, 73 points on the job security scale—but with low earnings of $10 an hour. On average, workers like this are moderately satisfied with their income and standard of living, 59 points.

- How will a such a worker react if their job security declines? Suppose security were to decline to the low level typical of unskilled workers in the private sector, who average only 53 on the job security scale. This drop in security would reduce the worker's satisfaction with his pay and standard of living to 56 points, down 3 points from his previous 59 points when the job was secure.

- The countervailing increase in pay required to restore the worker to his former level of satisfaction is substantial; his pay would need to be raised from $10.00 per hour to $14.44 per hour, an increase of 44% (Table 1).

Similar calculations show that for a worker who began by earning $20 an hour with high job security, the same drop in security would require a pay rise to $24.93 per hour to compensate fully. That is an increase of 25%.

For a very prosperous worker earning $40 an hour, the same drop in security would require a pay rise to $46.48 to compensate, 16% more.

Job security has a high value to workers, especially low paid workers: for them, security is equivalent to a very substantial part of their pay. Other examples of combinations of pay and security that are equally attractive to workers are given in the rows of Table 1. The relative impact of security on income satisfaction decreases as salaries increase. This may imply that over the long run, with sustained economic growth and increases in real earnings, job security may become a less pressing issue. These results further suggest that job security was an ever more valuable commodity to all workers a long time ago when real wages were lower in the same jobs.

The results in Table 1 also imply that the 1980s decline in job security has significantly reduced workers' satisfaction with their pay and standard of living. Indeed, Australia's actual decline in job security between 1980 and 1994 has reduced workers' satisfaction with their pay by as much as a 13% drop in income would have, without any change in security, on average. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High Security</th>
<th>Low Security</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>$14.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td>$24.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td>$36.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$40.00</td>
<td>$46.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50.00</td>
<td>$56.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$60.00</td>
<td>$67.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: (1) Average for full-time male employees, 70 percent. (2) Average for part-time female employees, 57 percent. (3) Average for part-time female employees, 55 percent.
"working full-time for pay" and zero for those reporting themselves as "working part-time for pay". Government workers are scored 1 for employees of local governments, state governments, or the Commonwealth government, and zero for others. Occupational status is measured by Kelley's Worldwide Status Score, a widely used, internationally applicable measure of job quality ranging from 0 for the worst jobs to 100 for the best; Trade union membership is dichotomous variable scored 1 for current members, zero else; Earnings are nominal income from wages, salaries and self-employment divided by the number of hours worked during the year (estimated from total weekly hours of work during the year and from hours worked in current job, both of which are collected as continuous variables).

Notes on data

Australia. Data are from a file pooling four rounds of the International Social Surveys Program, conducted between 1989 and 1997. There are 14,433 cases in all, of whom 8,418 are currently employed and so included in the analysis. In analyzing the effects of job security, we use the more elaborate set of security questions in the 1994/95 and 1995/96 ISSP surveys with 2,236 cases. These are all representative national samples of Australians in all states and territories, based on simple random samples drawn by the Electoral Commission from the (compulsory) electoral rolls. Potential respondents were contacted by mail, using a slight modification of the Dillman total response method. Non-respondents were pursued by up to 5 subsequent contacts over a six to nine-month period. Completions rates (defined as number of completions divided by number of completions plus refusals) averaged between 60 and 65%. These rates compare favorably with recent experiences in many industrial nations (e.g., the highly regarded 1982 International Crime Victims Survey averaged 41% in 14 nations and 45% in Australia). Comparison with the census shows that all four samples closely mirror the population in age, sex, education, labour force participation, occupation, industry and all other variables which can be compared. Sikorski's article, below, also compares the Finnish and Polish SEIA surveys with Census data and finds that they match well.

Poland. The 1997 Polish edition of the International Survey of Economic Attitudes was conducted entirely by mail. Comparison with Census data indicates that it is representative of the population.

Finland. The 1994 Finnish edition of the International Survey of Economic Attitudes was conducted entirely by mail. Comparison with Census data indicates that it is representative of the population.

Technical notes

1To increase reliability, security is measured by an index averaging the responses to all four security questions. Scores therefore range from 0 (someone feeling very insecure on all 4 questions) to 100 (someone feeling very secure on all 4 questions), with intermediate answers getting intermediate scores.

2Based on a further regression analysis not shown in Figure 3.

3For the analysis, the items were scored in equal intervals from "distinctly 0" to "distinctly 100" and then averaged. Combining them into a scale is justified by their high inter-item correlations and by confirmatory factor analysis results not shown here.

4We model satisfaction with pay as a function of hourly pay, pay squared (to capture the declining marginal utility of pay), job security, job characteristics (part-time, government employment, self-employed, job complexity, diet & danger involved), and control variables (age, sex, education, urban, and marital status).

5To assess the implications for pay packages, we rely on the regression equation (described in note 3) that estimates the impact of both pay and security on satisfaction with income. From this, we compute the expected income satisfaction of an otherwise typical person earning, for example, $10/hr as a very secure job. We then compare his expected income satisfaction if all else remained the same, but the job became insecure. To assess the economic equivalent of this change, we then sum the incomes of this (now) insecure worker until his predicted satisfaction returns to its previous level. In the example, it does that at $14.44/hr.

6This result is calculated by assessing the difference in predicted values from the regression equation described in note 3 with security set to the typical level prevailing in 1989 and with security set to the typical level in 1997. We then compute how much extra income would be required to lift the 1997 level of satisfaction back to its 1989 level.

7For example, at the SPC canning factory in Victoria.

8This argument assumes that the new lay-off arrangements do not harm the employer. This is more likely to be true in industries that are cyclic. But in currently volatile industries, offering security might be more expensive to the employer.
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